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EDITOR’S NOTE

THE DAMN GETZ

Someone recently asked me why I love my Hyundai Getz 1.1 so much,
when I should be loving faster or more powerful cars. Very often, I get
questioned why I don’t drive a high performance or luxury vehicle, to the
point that people constantly tell me to change my car when a part fails,
even when I got into an unfortunate accident a while ago.
I parked my car at a car meet, and even though it was the only example
of its kind in the vicinity - not one photo of it was taken, only a bunch of
friends who recognized me did. That is a testament to the weakness of
the chick magnet force field the damn Getz has.
So, ever since I got in touch with a group of car enthusiasts that are
willing to keep their cars for over ten years, it’s not that hard to love any
car because it does go hand in hand with your emotional experiences.
The best analogy is a computer, phone, or a fridge. You have to keep
them running everyday, and when something goes wrong, you try to fix
it immediately
But, a consumer good is that - just another consumer good. Even the
best 4K PC, or the most amazing phone still doesn’t give you the freedom
to go wherever you want to go. You can’t put your friends on your
computer or phone to bring them on an epic road trip.
Car manufacturers know this, and they do spend quite a fair bit on
designing cars that sell well. Most, if not all the good drivers know their
cars inside out, to the point that they create interest groups and clubs
around one particular model or make. But what happens after the COE
expires?
It is a passion for focus and puzzle-solving that got me into DIY car

maintenance. The main reason why I love the damn Getz that much is
simple. It is the perfect escapism plan.
When my car is off the floor, I suddenly gain focus. I’m no longer living my
life ten seconds at a time. When I look for the shifter cables, I’m not thinking
about how the government is making my life difficult by raising taxes and
manipulating the COE system. All I want is to work on the damn Getz. I
start when the sun rises and usually finish when the moon rises - and that
effectively meant I had one helluva productive Sunday.
Everyone dreams of being both productive and creative. It just so
happens that I’m in a job that demands both, and doing it for nearly seven
years can drive me dry from time to time. The damn Getz is there as a way
for me to satisfy both creativity and productivity - be it with a can of spray
paint, hand tools, or a stick welder.
Of course, there will be people who think that I’m just wasting my time
on a boring underpowered car, but when you don’t have a lot of disposable
income, you will have to buy a used car, one that you don’t want, and learn
to love that damn car.
Cheerios!

Signing off,
Krado Low

24/7/18 2:16 PM
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Hyundai Mobis
Develops Fog-free Lamp
When plastics replace glass headlamps, it was a safety improvement as well as
reduced the weight of the car significantly. However, ultra-violet light from the sun
attacks the surface of the plastic and causes it to oxidise, gaining a cloudy appearance
over time. It looks awful and it reduces the amount of light projected from the bulbs.

rigidity and also added high molecular weight additives, and as a result, it succeeded
in developing the new material that satisfies various requirements without
generating gases. Hyundai Mobis completely resolved the fog issue by applying this
new material to all its headlamps in production.

Hyundai Mobis has announced that it has succeeded in developing new materials
that can fundamentally resolve the fog issue that has been a challenge to global lamp
makers, and applied it to all its lamp products in production. It also succeeded in
reducing the weight of a lamp by 20% by developing and applying new materials for
each part of it.

Hyundai Mobis also succeeded in developing materials that can reduce the weight of
a headlamp, which weighs 5 to 6kg, by as much as 20%. It could reduce the thickness
of each part of a headlamp, such as a lens, bezel, reflector and housing, by using
materials with good fluidity. With the development of lightweight materials, the
automotive supplier could attain cost reduction and improved lamp functionality.
Cost is reduced as thinner parts require less quantity of materials, and the lamp is
more resistant to humidity as the plastic materials absorb less moisture.

Hyundai Mobis added glass fiber to the existing plastic material to secure sufficient

Shell Launches
Industry-First Loyalty
Rewards Card for Bikers

We are pleased to share that Shell has launched its inaugural loyalty rewards card for bikers,
known as the Shell Escape Riders Card. This marks the first-of-its-kind loyalty programme in
Singapore, that is catered exclusively for bikers to enjoy exclusive perks and rewards when
they fuel their bikes with Shell. Bikers can simply pick up a Shell Escape Riders Card at any
Shell station to enjoy its privileges instantly.
“As a leading fuel provider with 57 stations across Singapore, Shell recognises bikers who
have been the silent supporters of our fuel brand. Through this first-of-its-kind initiative in
the industry, we want to show appreciation to these bikers and welcome them to be part
of an inclusive community, which allows us to continue to support them and enhance their
everyday journeys on the road,” said Aarti Nagarajan, General Manager of Retail Sales &
Operations, Shell Singapore.
The Shell Escape Riders Card Launch Promotion currently runs till 31 December 2018: Pump
100L of any Shell fuel within 3 consecutive months, to redeem a free Shell Rain Suit. Each
Shell Rain Suit consists of a set of premium water-resistant jacket and pants.
All bikers can sign up for the Shell Escape Riders Card at any Shell stations in Singapore at no
cost. To find out more about Shell Escape Riders Card and its exclusive rewards, please visit:
www.shell.com.sg/riders
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The new Falken
flagship rolls in

The Falken Azenis FK510 has gone on sale with a
mission to beat the world’s best tyres. In some tests, it
already has.
Falken has launched the Azenis FK510, its new
flagship tyre, in Singapore. Driving enthusiasts are
likely to recognise the “Azenis” label, used on the
brand’s Ultra High Performance (UHP) tyres, but if the
name is familiar the tyre itself is all-new.
The Azenis FK510 succeeds the FK453 and went on
sale in 75 sizes, covering 17 to 22 inch wheels and 25
to 55 series. A variant of the FK510 suitable for Sport
Utility Vehicles (SUVs) and crossovers will be added to
the range soon, and a run-flat version will go on sale
next year.
“These tyres are the most advanced tyres ever
made, I’ve tried them myself and they are very good,
totally different from any of the tyres produced by
Sumitomo before,” said Cham Soon Kian, an executive
vice president for Falken distributor Stamford Tyres at
the launch.

Rubber Asia, said the new Azenis is for driving
enthusiasts. “Such drivers would like to have good
cornering with high stability, and also good grip on
both wet and dry roads,” he said.
Yet, that means the Azenis FK510 has to compete with
high-end tyres chosen by demanding drivers. Not a
problem, said Mr Ushida. “We have more advanced
technology in the tyres. We have evidence of that
because we already have good results in European
car magazines,” he said.
Mr Ushida cited rankings from Auto, Motor und Sport,
a highly influential German car magazine, that place
the Azenis FK510 second in a test 52 tyres. The winner
in that test was Michelin’s Pilot Sport 4, but the new
Azenis beat UHP products from giants like Pirelli,
Goodyear, and so on.
GTÜ (Gesellschaft für Technische Überwachung), a
German inspection service (similar to Singapore’s
Vicom), ranked the Azenis FK510 first in its own test of
11 different tyres.

Sumitomo Rubber Industries is Falken’s parent
company. It’s Japan’s number two tyre manufacturer
and ranks sixth in the world.

The Azenis FK510 has been high ratings by a number
of other European magazines, often ranking in the
top-three.

The Azenis FK510 arrives at a time when Falken is
busy repositioning itself.

Ironically, in Europe the Falken brand enjoys a much
smaller market share than it does here, at around
two percent, according to Mr Ushida. In Singapore,
he estimates the brand has more than 10 percent of
the market.

With low-cost brands such as Giti and Achilles at
one end of the market and established giants such
as Bridgestone or Michelin at the other, Sumitomo
intends to position Falken as a youthful brand with
high-tech products.
But Falken was originally created to tackle the UHP
market, and the FK510 stays faithful to that mission.
To do that, it improves on its predecessor’s grip and
high-speed stability, without sacrificing ride comfort.
Satoru Ushida, the managing director Sumitomo

He credits that performance to Stamford Tyres. “They
push the Falken brand in the market very strongly,”
he said.
But given the Azenis FK510’s ability to outperform
tyres that often cost more, perhaps the brand’s
success here might also be down to Singaporean
drivers’ ability to recognise a good deal, even when
shopping for a high performance tyre.

www.yhirewards.com

*Terms and conditions apply.
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Kona Iron Man
Edition SUV Makes
Global Debut

In Stark-like fashion, Hyundai today unveiled a
special edition Iron Man-inspired Kona SUV on the
opening day of San Diego Comic-Con 2018. Taking
center stage at the Marvel booth, the Kona Iron
Man Edition features both exterior and interior
design elements that closely resemble and give a
nod to the dynamic Iron Man suit.

hood garnish, front-fender Iron Man mask badging,
Stark Industries lower fascia and rear door decals,
Iron Man-engraved headlamp internal surfaces,
custom 18-inch alloy wheels with Iron Man mask
center caps, an Iron Man engraving for the D-pillars,
and a dark chrome front grille. The exterior color is
an exclusive Iron Man red with matte gray.

On the outside, the Kona Iron Man Edition has a
unique front-lighting signature, including a custom
daytime running light form that closely resembles
the facemask and eye shape of the Iron Man suit.
This shape is immediately recognizable and is one
of the key design inspirations for Kona.

Inside, Tony Stark’s signature adorns the instrument
panel alongside a unique Iron Man shift lever
knob, a special Head’s Up Display and center stack
featuring Iron Man visual graphics, and a custom
seat design.

Besides the front fascia design and unique lighting
signature, other Stark-like flourishes include an Iron
Man mask motif on the roof, a unique V-shaped

Facelifted Mini
hatchbacks arrive
in Singapore

Four years after its initial launch, the thirdgeneration of the reincarnated Mini has made its
local debut, but with a caveat: the only engine
variant currently on sale is the least powerful but
cheapest One, available as a three or five-door
hatchback, priced at $114,088 and $117,088 with
Certificate of Entitlement (COE) respectively.
The biggest changes for the One siblings are a new
engine/gearbox combo. The turbocharged threecylinder engine remains, but its displacement has
been bumped up to 1.5-litres.
Despite this, power output is the same at 102hp,
although there’s a 10Nm increase in torque, to
190Nm. More noteworthy is a change in gearbox,
with a seven-speed dual clutch unit replacing the
old six-speed automatic.
Performance (0-100 in 10.2 seconds, 192km/h

The Kona Iron Man Edition will be available to
customers via a limited global production run.
Production is scheduled to begin in December, with
the first units available in the first quarter of 2019.

top speed) and fuel economy (5.4L/100km)
figures are pretty much identical to the outgoing
car, so it’s highly unlikely buyers will notice the
mechanical difference, save for the operation of
the new gearlever.
It now springs back to a central position no matter
what gear is selected, just like in all of today’s
BMWs. Apart from the gearlever, the only other
significant change inside the new Mini is the
addition of a 6.5-inch touchscreen infotainment
display, with Bluetooth connectivity and Mini
Connected services.
Though the revisions are minor, the Mini One
still has loads going for it. Cute looks and eager
handling are perennial Mini traits, and the five-door
option makes it a viable small family car. In any
case, isn’t the Mini’s core appeal down to the fact
that it’s hardly changed over the years?
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win turbochargers, electronically adjustable suspension, fourwheel drive, four-wheel steering, limited-slip differential and active
aerodynamics. You’re not looking at the latest Mitsubishi, but one
from the 90’s. Makes any new Mitsubishi today look boring.
Of course, the mere mention of the twin turbos and all-wheel drive will
wet every motoring enthusiast. 280 hp delivered with the planted feel of
four driven wheels. But for the owner, the GTO was just one of the cars he
wanted to own and drive.
He used to own one of the GTO’s competitors, the 300ZX (and he’s looking
for once too). The Skyline GT-R and Supra however, stole the 90’s limelight
for JDM classics as they were easier to work on, and the aftermarket
industry went wild over how easy they were to modify for complete banzai
power.
Therefore, the GTO lived life in quiet existence. Mitsubishi did facelift it in
1995, with projector units and the five speed gearbox was replaced with
a six-speed. This “Mk2” version endured until the model was dropped
entirely in 1999 - perhaps the Lancer Evolution had a part to play for that.
The GTO’s dynamic shortcomings are perhaps the reason to modify them,
this particular GTO being no exception. It has a custom exhaust, lowering
springs, nice wheels and sticky tyres. Anyone can mod it further, but
with a dwindling number of GTOs, it might be more worthwhile keeping
upgrades subtle to protect longevity and desirability.
Being a Japanese car, all of the high-tech equipment still works, even
during the shoot. In fact, this car owns its existence due to the presence of
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yet another GTO which has become a donor car.
It happens to be the second ever GTO we’ve featured on REV magazine almost 2 years apart. However, this example was more of a full restoration
project. As such, we were engaged in 90’s talk about how licence plates
should look like, while deeply sniffing the distinctive 20 year old interior
scent.
Parts were obtained either though “New Old Stock” dealers from all over
the world, or the donor GTO, which came as a relief as this car saw much
acceptance in the US car scene - being sound as the 3000GT/Dodge Stealth
over there.
There is plenty of reminders that this car was built in the 90’s. Firstly, the
mind-numbing number of switches that did something really cool like
lower the Active Aero components, or engage the four wheel steering. Save
for the odd modern touchscreen receiver, the entire car sticks right back to
the 90’s, including the curvaceous 5 spoke design of the SSR wheels
Fire it up, and watch the dash glow red. Yes, despite its age, the car purrs
its V6 song and revs with an unreal smoothness to the red line - as for the
exhaust system, Mitsubishi would probably give you a puzzled look if you
ask for a GTO exhaust instead of a Lancer. The other reason? The V6 just
sounds better that way!
While it may not have the same cult status as other 90’s JDM rides, the GTO,
along with its rarity, still has the vibes of a classic car. Yes, there are “many
better” cars to restore and work on, but we still have to chase the teen
spirit from time to time. It’s what keeps us alive!
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..The GTO’s dynamic shortcomings are
perhaps the reason to modify them...

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Mitsubishi GTO
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

6

5

6

8

6

ENGINE
Tanabe Medallion Touring Dual Muffler Cat-Back exhaust system
UNDERCARRIAGE
Tein S.Tech Lowering Springs
Yokohama Advan AD08 R tyres
19 inch SSR Professor SP1
INTERIOR
Restored to Original
Pioneer Touchscreen Multimedia Receiver
EXTERIOR
Restored to Original

HARMONY MOTOR (AMK & JURONG) PTE LTD

THE KOREAN CAR SPECIALIST

UPGRADE FOR SAFETYHYUNDAI & KIA ECU
PREVENTIVE UPGRADE
PROGRAMME

• Prevent highly likely breakdown of cars due to ECU failure •
• Especially for Hyundai Avante, i30, KIA Cerato Forte, Koup and Soul •
• 5 years warranty after Upgrade •
• $380 for a preventive upgrade and save $600 over a full replacement •

CONTACT US FOR ENQUIRIES!
Harmony Motor (Jurong) Pte Ltd
38 Toh Guan Road East,
#01-53 Enterprise Hub, S608581
T: 65830001 | F: 62688668 | E: jurong@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonyjurong

Rev89_Harmony.indd 1

Harmony Motor (AMK) Pte Ltd
Blk 10, Ang Mo Kio Industrial Park 2A,
#02-12, AMK AutoPoint, S568047
T: 64822444 | F: 64822224 | E: amk@harmony.com.sg
Hours: Mon-Fri: 9am - 6pm Sat: 9am - 5pm
FB: www.facebook.com/harmonymotor
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Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!

1.

2.

VP Break-In
Oil 10W40

Rebuilding an engine? This oil assists in
the proper plateau of cylinders, with moly
compounds added to help ring seal. EP
additives manage the “seating in” process. It
provides the ultimate protection for cams and
valve train during the break-in process.

Apart from offering maximum stability and excellent
handling even at high-speed conditions, they
also make every ride so much more comfortable.
This ultra high performance tyre features a super
soft silica compound for extreme grip and a new
asymetrical pattern that together provide super
sharp handling and cornering.

Best Chemical Co Singapore www.best-chemical.com

YHI Singapore - www.
yhiautomotive.com.sg

3.

S-Oil Seven PAO
0W-40 Engine Oil

The S-Oil flagship Seven PAO 0W-40 promises good
stability, easy starts and all-round engine protection.
Made with Poly Alpha Olefin (PAO), it features low
temperature fluidity, oxidation stability and thermal
stability. The Low-SAPS technology (Sulphated Ash,
Phosphorus & Sulphur) exceeds the requirements
from the most demanding post treatment devices
such as the Catalytic Converter and the DPF (Diesel
Particulate Filter) found in modern vehicles.

4.

OWS Racing
Coolant

A premium quality ethylene glycol based coolant, it comes
with corrosion inhibitors, designed to protect modern
car engines with aluminium components in the cooling
system. Designed to withstand cavitation even at very
high temperatures, it provides outstanding protection
against deposits and foaming for the maximum amount
of heat transfer. Available in a 1/4/20/200/1000L package.
OWS - www.ows-germany.com

S-Oil - www.s-oil7.com

5.

6.

Multi-Function
Dashboard

Harmony Motor - 6482 2444

ACMA Engineering Works & Trading Pte Ltd - 6710 7654

Wossner Forged
Pistons

Created from high quality forging which utilizes both
4032 and 2618 Aluminum alloys, this guaranties a
high quality piston designed to fulfil the demands of
endurance, reliability and engine
smoothness. Wossner Pistons
has the most up-to-date CNC
manufacturing centers and
permanent quality management
guarantees.
Monster Tune – 8333 1487

MST Performance Air
Intake System

The system includes a nanofiber dry air filter which
maximizes airflow to engine while keeping dirt out.
Constructed of mandrel-bent 6061 aluminum or cast
aluminum for the smooth airflow, it comes complete
with all necessary mounting hardware and heat
shield to lower the intake temperature. Dyno-tested
with power and torque gains!

Clear the dashboard clutter with an all-in-one
display Featuring an OLED screen, it can display
4 types of displays. Built-in sensors include:
Boost, Oil Pressure, Tachometer, Speedometer,
Odometer, Exhaust temperature, Coolant
temperature, Air/fuel ratio and Oil temperature.

7.

Roadstone
N8000

8.

Casa E.D.A ( Electronic
Damping Adjustment )

Compatible with up to 95% of the car models
across of different brands of coilovers, the Casa
E.D.A allows you to change the car damping
settings on the go. The patented electronic
damping adjustment system features a 3-setting
memory mode which can be set according to
personal needs: Comfort, Sport and Race. It is
compatible with adjustable shock absorbers
with a 3mm hexagonal adjustment knob.
Fong Kim exhaust system - 6844 4281

GADGETS & GIZMOS
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Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

1.

2.

Blackvue
DR900S-2CH

Ducatus Engine
Protector

Ducatus additives are environmentally-friendly and
resource-efficient which are essential to provide
a continuous boost to engine performance. The
Engine protector is the ultimate oil treatment with
race-spec additives. It improves power, enhances
wear protection and reduces vibration. One can is
enough to treat up to 5 litres of fresh motor oil.

Pushing 4K, which is four times the resolution
of Full HD, this is massive improvement in
dashcam technology. Featuring H.265/HEVC
video compression, ultra clear dashcam videos
can be had from the 8 megapixel CMOS sensor
and Full HD 1080p rear camera with Sony
STARVIS CMOS sensor.

UTS Automotive – 6844 2806

Wow! Gadgets - 6100 9691

3.

OWS Fully Synthetic Automatic
Transmission Fluid
Delphi Premium
Designed to exceed the manufacturer’s requirements
and produced with HC synthesis technology in
Battery
Germany, OWS guarantees consistent quality, to the

4.

very last drop. OWS offers a variety of fully synthetic
ATF Fluid for automatic transmissions, power steering
units and hydraulic drives: ATF Universal, CVT-ATF,
DSG Fluid and the ATF 8-Speed to suit the right
gearbox for smooth shifting and proper performance.
OWS - www.ows-germany.com

5.

Nothing ruins your day like a car with a dead battery.
Delphi is made with a special alloy formula for long life
and better performance with top quality mat separators
for short circuit prevention. This maintenance-free
battery features “Ca-Ca” technology, for high reserve
capacity and high cranking capability. With a heatsealed vented cover that reduces self-discharge, it will
be part of a great start to your everyday.
Unicla – 6844 2860

6.

CARECELL
CW1000

Do you need more powerful backup
battery for parking mode? Carecell CW1000
with LifePO4 cell technology can be fully
charged within 1 hour and can record more
than 50 hours in parking mode. No more
worrying about your car’s main battery being
discharged during parking mode, even if you
are not driving for the weekend!

Advanti Racing presents Concept AG, a made-in-Japan
brand that’s meticulously crafted to impress. Combining
advanced Japanese design, this luxury wheel features
the new face of the brand, a sophisticated multi-piece
look with the strength and durability of one piece
construction. Available from 19 to 20 inch sizes, in Matt
Black Edge Mill, Dark Night & Brush finishes.
YHI Singapore - www.yhiautomotive.com.sg

Autopia Singapore - www.autopia.com.sg

7.

Advanti Racing
Concept AG J275

Maxton Design
Front Splitter

Made of TUV certified ABS plastic, the Maxton
Design front splitter is designed as a direct fit to
your specific car model. It comes ready-to-install
with the necessary hardware and there is no
need of any additional work, unless you want
it in a different colour. It lowers the car visually
and improves the grip and vehicle stability. It is
strong yet flexible to withstand impacts.
Monster Tune – 8333 1487

8.

NRG SFI Seat
Belt Harness

SFI Approved 16.1 Seat Belt Harness features the NRG
Logo on cushioned belts. This 5 point harness includes
lap, shoulder, and anti-submarine belts. These units
provide additional support when performing any sport
or competition driving. Mounting brackets for bolt-in or
wraparound installations are available.
Vision Warehouse – 9040 4959
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BIMMER
GLORY
THRILLS GALORE AT THE BMW
PERFORMANCE FEST DRIVE
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS PERFORMANCE MOTORS

BMW Performance Fest is a yearly event which features great deals on the very best of BMW
automobiles. This year’s edition saw fun-filled activities such as a complimentary cupcake
workshop for parents and their kids alike at Performance Motors showroom in May.
303 Alexandra Road saw plenty of events over the various weekends, allowing BMW fans
and owners alike to savour local hawker fare such as ice kachang, laksa and carrot cake, for
the BMW enthusiast, BMW Lifestyle products were available for sale at the BMW Lifestyle Car
Boot Sale.
Arguably, the highlight of the entire Fest had to be the driving event. Fans were given the
opportunity to be part of an exclusive driving experience at Changi Exhibition Centre on 10
June. Everyone had the opportunity to try out thrilling, adrenalin-charged circuits with our
range of BMWs - including the mind-blowing new M5.
While the M5 may be the draw of the driving event, participants were then given a thorough
lesson in correct defensive driving techniques, by professional driving instructors in BMW’s
X-Series of crossover offerings, the X1, X2 and the X3.
First, the drivers are taught more about hazards and vehicle dynamics in theory, but the fun
part of such a course are the practice sessions. With the venue held on closed parking lot,
participants got to feel how the BMWs behave when forced into a tight obstacle course, with
cones similar to that of a autocross race track.
The last station was simple, but the most used in real-world scenario. Drivers accelerated
hard towards an obstacle and slam on the brakes. This station was to simulate a real life
situation if a road hazard suddenly requires the use of heavy braking. Next, drivers were told
to slam on the brakes and steer around the hazard. This was a crucial lesson as many drivers
never got a chance to experience how ABS works in low grip situations and panic.
On this day however, these drivers could safely practise their defensive driving skills
to perfection. That, on top of the experience of being hurled around at the hands of
professionals in highly-engineered cars adds up to the ultimate driving experience!
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T

he world is downsizing with turbos. Even
though they go tsutsutsutsu, there is still
nothing as emotionally arousing as the natural
deep growl of a V8, be it the flat plane or a
cross plane.
This was enough to coax a JDM lover out from his fourbanger Swift Sport into one of these super coupes. The
magical roar of the V8 was too much for him to resist,
plus the Audi S5 had just the right look, with the right
engine - but not in stock form.
Powerful luxury coupes are a rare breed, even so those
equipped with a German V8. You could have a M3, or a
C63, and there is this oddball of the lot, the S5 with the
“lesser” V8 from the Audi range. But there is a lot going
for this practical coupe – big boot, some space for four
humans, rumbly V8, swoopy coupe - done.

The Beastly

ND

Super Coupe
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But none of these high-tech really mattered to the
owner when he decided to go for the S5, it was a
picture of an A5 decked out in a full Tommy Kaira
Rowen Bodykit - but unlike the A5, this S5 had the
serious muscle to go with the race-inspired looks of
the kit. And we think this has to be one of the best
looking Japanese - German partnership ever. The rear
wing was the only non-Tommy Kaira bit as he wanted
a more classy look.
While the engine probably had potential with a few
more bolt ons parts, the decision was made to keep
it as simple as possible as the engine glugged petrol
even in stock form - the addition of the air intake as
well as an exhaust system was simply done to release
the sweet sounding vocals of the V8 pulses.
Where most of the mods done was to keep this car
handling better. A Bilstein B12 Pro Kit lowered it mildly
for the right look with a sporty feel that isn’t a chore to
drive around - even around multi-storey car parks.

...the best looking
Japanese - German
partnership ever...
Audi S5 4.2 V8

Giving the car a lower look are the huge 20” Forge
wheels, barely concealing the giant brake setup with
Brembos GT6s. The brake rotors were upsized as
well to contend with the driver’s tendency to let the
V8 sing its tune down on a fast cruise… should the
unexpected happen.
Even if it does, the initial bite of the Hawk HPS brake
pads will furiously slow this sleek beast instantly and
furiously, an important factor when you consider
that a fast cruise has a very different meaning in
another country that is north of Singapore. That’s
right, Germany’s Autobahn. For a sense of full control,
high-speed rated ContiSportsContact 5 tyres plus H&R
front and rear anti roll bars were fitted to keep it from
swaying too far off the line..
While the interior of German cars are almost as
teutonic as they are, nothing will ever stop a JDM guy
from throwing in several toys to spice things up. A
small controller hints at the Pedalbox throttle control
for some seriously quick acceleration, thanks to a
custom Tune2Race Stage 2 Tune of 380bhp.
Lasly, a full carbon interior trim makeover completed
the project. Who would have thought that the
marriage of Japanese aftermarket madness with some
German sensibility could work so well?

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

V8 WONDERLA

The A5 was first Audi to get a new front/mid-engined
layout as well to keep the weight between the front
and rear axles to improve the handling, and it has the
all-wheel drive which is an advantage when the roads
get slippery.

Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

8

7

8

8

8

ENGINE
LTA approve SuperSprint Cat Back Exhaust.
BMC Air Intake
UNDERCARRIAGE
Bilstein B12 Pro Kit absorber set.
20” forge rims
Front Brembos GT6 with Braking Point
380mm rotors.
Rear upsize Braking Point 355 mm rotors
Front and rear Hawk HPS brake pads
ContiSportsContact 5 tyres
H&R front and rear anti roll bar
INTERIOR
Pedalbox throttle control
Tune2Race Custom Stage 2 Tune to 380bhp
Full carbon interior trim
EXTERIOR
Full Tommy Kaira Rowen Body kit.
Character rear Spoiler
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FUTURE FORWARD
Eddie Chua of Unicla International Pte Ltd
on the ever-changing aftermarket industry
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

U

nicla International Pte Ltd is a leading
specialist for the provision of Original and
OEM parts in automobile air conditioning
and accessories industry in Singapore. Based
in Singapore, Unicla is an authorized stockist and
distributor, offering a wide range of automotive parts
and accessories.
Founded in 1978, Unicla International Pte Ltd now
carries a wide array of products, ranging from
automotive replacement parts such as air conditioning
parts, oil filters, spark plugs, to workshop equipment
and hand tools. More recently, Ducatus, the company’s
new range of engine lubricants, has expanded rapidly
with 20 different grades and an additive range for
every motoring requirement.
We chat with Eddie Chua, Director at Unicla
International Pte Ltd about the future of the
aftermarket automotive sector.
Are the markets in every country different?
Every country has a different requirement. That is why
we have a wide range of products to cater for various
markets, such as Malaysia, China and Cambodia.
Currently, we are progressing well with hybrid cars
fleet support for the local markets.
Care to share some of your latest products?
The very latest products are the eight and nine speed
automatic transmission fluids, as cars get much more
technologically advanced in emerging markets.
This year alone, we launched our latest range of

transmission fluids, one being DCTF - Dual Clutch
Transmission Fluid, and CVTF for CVT transmissions, as
well as multi lubes.
On the engine lubricant, with much more fuel
efficient cars such as hybrids and small capacity
engines, we expanded the Ducatus range with
0W20, as well as the very latest 15W40 CK-4, which
sustains emission control systems where particulate
filters and other advanced aftertreatment systems
are used.
As the current market trend is turning to hybrids, and
Euro-6 vehicles to comply with stricter emission levels,
car manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz and BMW
are switching to CJ and CK specification lubricants.
We are one of the first local brands to produce CK-4
certified lubricants!
Tell us then, what is future of automotives?
The world is slowly moving to Electric Vehicles (EVs)
and Hybrids. Traditional fuel powered vehicles will still
form the backbone of developing markets however,
and that is where we are confident of serving.
Surely it is tough to be operating in different
countries...
Tough as it can be, we focus on building stability
and strong relationships with our extensive dealer
network. For example, we have exhibited at
Automechanika in Kuala Lumpur and Shanghai as
well as the AAITF Shenzhen International Auto Show which has broadly opened our scope of operations.

This also gives us invaluable information of the
development in automotive technology. For example,
China is strongly developing the EV network with
supercharger points, even though we feel that the
future of transportation will see half of the vehicle
population running on alternative energy. Diesel
cars will still be around even as China’s EV concept
city takes shape with tourist sorts getting electrical
charging points. EVs are really about urban driving!
Let’s touch on motorsports. Where do you think
motorsports is heading in general?
The passion for motorsports is being restricted by red
tape and regulation. In Singapore, we do have people
who prefer racing in Sepang than in Kallang as it offers
a bigger playground. Initially, we were excited about
the proposed Changi race track, unfortunately that
didn’t materialize.
With that said, we are glad to support Autotest and
their drivers as it is an exciting addition to the local
motorsports scene - even attracting Sepang trackies.
It is a different kind of challenge, with car handling
skills which will help open up more future motorsport
avenues. Most people have the illusion of motorsports
from tv and movie exposure, and those who are into it
are finding newer and bigger challenges.
Thailand has the most interesting motorsports culture
- they have a huge following and less strict regulation.
Even so, there is little sign of street racing in Thailand
due to fear and liability issues. To control is good, but
how much is debatable!
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Braaapp
stustustustu
because
SubaWoooo

Subaru WRX

S

peak to any WRX owner, and despite
complaints about the car’s thirst for fuel,
all of them will praise their cars for the
power delivery, speed, and it’s cornering
tenacity. Even more so when the COE has been
renewed - it separates the die-hard fans from the
fans.

The suspension setup was further fine tuned
with adjustable linkages as well with the
addition of an anti-lift kit to prevent the wheels
from squirreling away the extra power. Upgraded
front and rear anti roll bars are further assisted
with a dash of adjustable front end links for just
the right amount of preload.

With the stock WRX already pushing the limits
of performance while maintaining longevity,
the engine bay reveals several well-thought
upgrades. Firstly, the Blitz Intercooler which
moves the assembly to the front end of the car
which helps in better cooling. Hidden behind
it, a dual core radiator for extra cooling, and an
engine oil cooler.

All these mods allows for precise suspension
settings to be maintained throughout, which
also maximizes the performance of the
Yokohama AD08R rubber. Hidden under the
engine is the STi steering rack upgrade, which
has a quicker gear ratio over stock and a much
tighter steering setup for more road feel.

Cooling measures in place, the engine was
given a healthy boost with a new turbo setup
with a larger fuel pump. Given that this WRX
is constantly in a state of high revs due to the
nature of a gymkhana competition, an ATI Super
Damper crank pulley was installed to reduce
the harmful effects of engine by damping the
torsional crankshaft vibrations at all RPM levels.
With the exhaust burbling away, the turbo
spools to a shriek with the free-flow intake for
pure straight line adrenaline, but a gymkhana
is not just about that. Around the turns, the
Tein monoflex coilovers offered more damping
adjustability as well as better road feedback over
the stock suspension.

Where things got really serious, are the brakes
and wheels. Keeping the STI calipers, the braking
performance was enhanced by using better
rotors as well as track-spec brake pads with high
heat resistance and strong bite.
Exterior mods can be done beautifully, with a
sense of purpose like an aluminium bonnet .
Smaller touches, such as the front splitter, grille,
large wing and the exhaust guard adds a mean
look with a bump in aggression.
Naturally, there were small problems in keeping
this beast past the initial cycle, but those are just
trifle when the whole point of a WRX is “Braaapp
stustustustu because SubaWoooo”? Yes, that is
actually printed on custom licence plate holder,
a hint at how much the owner loves his car!

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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8

8

9

8

ENGINE
Blitz FMIC
Tial BOV
VF34 / Owen GT30
HKS hi-silent exhaust
AEM methanol kit
Walbro 450lph fuel pump
Dual core koyorad racing radiator
ATI harmonic crank pulley
Cusco brake stopper
Blitz pod filter
Custom air/oil separator(with oil return)
HKS oil cooler
UNDERCARRIAGE
2002 STI 6 speed gearbox
Enkei RPF1 18” with AD08
Carbing front and rear strut bar
MSI front subframe
Subaru spec C quick steering rack
STI brembo BBK with DBA 4000 series rotors
Project Mu 1000C brake pads
Whiteline adjustable rear lateral links
Whiteline rear C links
Cusco front and rear anti roll bar
Whiteline anti lift kit
Whiteline front end links
Tein Monoflex coilovers

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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Engine

INTERIOR
Pioneer double din head unit
Pioneer speakers and tweeters
Pioneer active sub woofer
STI optitron Speedometer
EXTERIOR
Ganador side mirrors
ASTPR exhaust guard
APR front splitter
Aluminum bonnet
Voltex type 5

BE CONNECTED.

Unite your life.

New Models Highlight Features

Streaming
Video
Note: Features may vary according to model. Apple CarPlay is available on Apple iPhone 5 or later with
iOS 7.1 or higher, and requires Lightning to USB cable.
For availability in your country, please visit http://www.apple.com/ios/Apple CarPlay/

AVH-Z9150BT

• Built-in Wi-Fi®

Double-DIN DVD Multimedia Receiver > 7" WVGA Capacitive Type Touch Panel Display

* Apps featured are for illustration only.
Compatibility with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and
third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions.

AVH-Z7150BT

AVH-Z5150BT

1-DIN DVD Multimedia Receiver
7" WVGA Touch Display

AVH-Z2150BT

2-DIN DVD Multimedia Receiver
7" WVGA Touch Display

Apple CarPlay™ wireless is a smarter, safer
way to use your iPhone in the car that allows
you to stay focused on the road and get
directions, make calls, send and receive
messages, and listen to music. You can even
connect wirelessly to stay focused on the road.

With Wireless Mirroring
function, you can wirelessly
access various audio and
video content stored in a
connected smartphone.

AVH-A205BT

Double-DIN DVD Multimedia Receiver
6.2" WVGA Touch Display

Double-DIN DVD Multimedia Receiver
6.2" WVGA Touch Display

Do not use your Pioneer system if doing so will divert your attention in any way from the safe operation of your vehicle. Always observe safe driving rules. In some countries, certain operations of devices while driving may be illegal. Where such regulations apply, they must be obeyed. Pioneer Multimedia Receivers are compatible with selected Android and iPhone smartphones only. Compatibility
with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, AppRadio Mode +, AppRadioLIVE and third-party applications varies by the iPhone/ Android models and their software versions. Android Auto may not be available on all devices and is not available in all countries or regions. Bluetooth® functionality requires a compatible Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone. AppRadio LIVE requires a Pioneer AppRadio Mode
compatible in-dash receiver. Specific models vary by region. Certain Bluetooth features may not be supported by all compatible Bluetooth-enabled devices, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices or by certain wireless carriers. Pioneer does not guarantee compatibility with all USB mass storage devices and assumes no responsibilities for any loss of data on
media players, smartphones, or other devices while using the receiver. FLAC Codec support are for the files stored in USB thumb drive. Playback capability for various content may change. The maximum playback resolution is 840 x 480 varied by model. Selected compatible codec* with USB devices are not compatible with Full HD playback. Require accessories and cables sold separately. Products
shown are for illustration only. Actual product/s may vary. All product information is correct at time of publishing. For details, please check with your local authorised dealer.
AppRadioLIVE, AppRadio, PIONEER and MIXTRAX are registered trademarks of Pioneer Corporation. Apple, iPod, iPhone, CarPlay and the CarPlay logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android, Android
Auto, and other marks are trademarks of Google Inc. The Android robot is reproduced or modified from work created and shared by Google and used according to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.
BLUETOOTH is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. SPOTIFY and the Spotify logo are among the registered trademarks of Spotify AB. Compatible mobile digital devices and premium subscription required,
where available, see http://www.spotify.com. Waze is a registered trademark of Google Inc. All other brands, product names, or logos may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Pioneer Electronics AsiaCentre Pte. Ltd. | 2, Jalan Kilang Barat, #07-01, Singapore 159346 Tel: +65 6378 7777 Fax: +65 6274 3703

Find Us on Facebook :
www.facebook.com/
PioneerCarEntertainment

www.pioneer-carglobal.com/avh/en/z/
www.pioneer.com.sg

Authorised Dealers

North

AutoTrend Enterprise
Choon Chong Auto Co.
Chuan Sing Auto Accessories
Express Motion Pte Ltd
JL Sim Lim Auto A/C Accessories
Knight Auto Accessories
Nam Huat Auto Accessories
RST Auto Accessories
TS Auto Accessories & Trading

Pioneer.indd 1

Tel: 6253 3333
Tel: 6459 8068
Tel: 6280 2822 / 6459 1811
Tel: 6453 4522
Tel: 6282 6180
Tel: 6754 3616
Tel: 6454 2262
Tel: 6456 5108
Tel: 6851 6090 / 6339 3721

West

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Hai Wee Enterprise
Nam Huat Auto Accessories

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6566 5983
Tel: 6566 2080 / 6316 3373

East

Autobacs Venture (S) Pte Ltd
Chop Yong Moh
Foon Audio Garage
King's Way Sound Garage
Leader Automobile Workshop
New Concord Auto Parts Trading Co.
New Generation Auto Sound Enterprise
Sin Hoe Whatt Auto Accessories
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6749 5600
Tel: 6344 1854
Tel: 6841 2773
Tel: 6748 9993 / 6749 9993
Tel: 66358338
Tel: 6742 8769
Tel: 6348 6220
Tel: 6288 7580
Tel: 6841 6882

Central

Singtrade Marketing & ServicesT
Xtremez Audio Accessories Pte Ltd

Tel: 6354 2853
Tel: 6276 8826

20/7/18 4:40 PM
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EMMA KOREA JUDGE
TRAINING

9TH GE MUSIC
SHOW IN ITALY

EMMA Korea completed its judge training
on the 21st of June. It was held at the
seminar room of the Incheon Arts Center
in Korea. About 20 head judges and newly
minted judges gathered to complete the
training. EMMA Korea will be participating in
the Auto Salon in Seoul on the 18th of July
to promote, as well as to hold a competitor
training at the COEX seminar room.

The 9th Edition of GeMusicShow has concluded in style. EMMA
Italy was instrumental in the success of the event; it has gathered
a massive following of supporters and competitors from foreign
countries including Spain, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland and
from various parts of Italy. The family-like atmosphere played a
part in making the ambience a light-hearted affair, too, with the
event grounds filled with entertainment, music, dance and shops.
The Scuderia Ferrari Club was also present to “perk up” the already
lively mood of all everyone present.

MACHINE
MACHINE

A

decked-out Toyota Harrier might sound like an ambitious
project, but the owner behind this brave proposal knows that
risks will pay off if executed perfectly. For a start, the Harrier
provides a good platform to both improvise and execute
mobile media projects, with ample cabin space to perform custom
ideas. More specifically, the SUV’s trunk also furnishes the user with a
proper stage to showcase the desired outcome, whenever the need
arises for it to be displayed at mobile media competitions. This ride is
owned by Mr Tang, who is in the F&B business, and we reckon that he
does know a thing or two about in-car audio (ICE) given the output of
this well crafted project!
Mr Tang’s last ride was the very first version of the Harrier, which is
why it comes as no surprise that he knows very well the fundamentals
of this SUV. This time round, he decided to make the switch to a newer
model. What is interesting though is that he consulted Xtremez Audio
for both of his rides, as Mr Tang felt that they would always go the
extra mile for customers. And we could definitely see how he was
captivated by Xtremez Audio’s wonderful workmanship and excellent
service standard.
Starting off with the Source Unit will be the W957 from Alpine. It is
a 2 din, 7-inch touch screen player that links up with the H800GC
processor. In the front passenger compartment, you will be able to
identify the Brax Matrix 3-way system. Taking the pillar’s position is the
1.1 chamber tweeter. Sitting on the dashboard will be the 2.1 chamber
dome midrange. The original door panel position plays host to the
6.1pp. These Brax Matrix speakers are one of the reference series,
made in Germany by Audiotec Fischer company. No compromises
by Mr Tang and Xtremez Audio, which is why the result turned out
nothing short of spectacular!
We would understand the true beauty of this project once we shift our
focus rearwards. In the trunk, you will be welcomed by a full display
of Brax equipment - the 10.1 subwoofer sits within a customised
sealed enclosure, protected by a customised acrylic hexagon grill. The
visual impact is strong, but complements the audio aspect to yield a
pleasant experience for the senses right from the get-go.
3 units of Brax Graphic series amplifiers sit neatly side by side, with
8 channels of pure power. 1 unit of GX2400 powers the tweeter and
midrange with 150 Watts per channel. Another 2 units of GX2000
with 1 powering the midbass with 2 x 290 Watts, and 1 unit bridged
powering the subwoofer with 1 x 1060 Watts. They are Made in
Germany with the highest precision and installed with the best
craftsmanship with proper air ventilation. The result? A fantastic work
of art, worthy to be identified as one of the more refined mobile
media projects on local tarmac.
Once again, Xtremez Audio has shown its flawless installation
technique, which is no mean feat considering the level of detail placed
to ensure each and every component works perfectly, regardless of
the music genre. We will expect to see this Harrier in action during
Emma Singapore competitions very soon this year. All the best!

- Mobile media machine on steroids -

TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS PETER LEE MODEL SHERINE TAN BY PETER LEE
FROM LAREINA TALENT MANAGEMENT VIDEO STEVEN LU

MUSIC
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MUSIC
MACHINE
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM

Mr Tang’s last ride was
the very first version of
the Harrier, which is why it
comes as no surprise that
he knows very well the
fundamentals of this SUV
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EMMA MEXICO IS BACK

EMMA Mexico is well on its way to be
re-launched at the end of year. Former
EMMA Head Judge Jose Leonardo Cazares
and friend Antonio Agüero signed an
agreement with EMMA, to become official
affiliates for Mexico. Invitation of a trainer
in autumn for a first local judge seminar
has been planned, in order to be able to
operate according to EMMA’s rules. The
first sound-off events are planned for 2019.
Antonio Agüero started as a competitor
of SQ in 2005, and was awarded the
national champion in his category for
two consecutive years. He continued
competing until 2012 when he took the
first seminar to be the judge of a national
and international association (IASCA). He
attended three seminars, and is currently a
certified judge of SQ and ISQ.
José Leonardo Cazares was a competitor of
SQ from 1996 to 2003. He was the regional
champion in his category from 2003, with
four seminars to his credit as active judge
in IASCA national and international. In
2010, he became an official EMMA judge in
Germany. He has also been the judge of dB
drag Mexico since 2012.

5G FOR DRIVERS

EYE
FOR
EYE

Audi just released a video of its new electric
SUV, the E-tron, that embeds mirror monitors
like no other on the road. Monitors are
wedged into the doors just below the window.
Drivers can swirl their finger over the monitor
screen to make adjustments to the cameras
on either side of the car. In other words,
the cameras will replace the physical side

mirrors. The E-tron becomes the first major
car to offer the option of cameras instead of
mirrors. But, while the vehicle is slated for
the US only, it will not likely offer that feature
due to regulations. Still one to keep watch
nevertheless!
www.ceoutlook.com

Sprint has launched a 5G-Ready Connected Car Platform to
be sold at car dealerships. This might not be applicable for
Singapore drivers yet (it is only available this fall at “leading
automotive dealers” in USA), but we expect this trend to
trickle down to our shores not before long. The system
combines high speed WiFi for passengers, combined with
driver safety and health monitoring in the car. It offers Sprint
LTE and will switch to faster speeds when Sprint 5G service
launches in the first half of 2019 (in USA). Users will be able
to connect their devices and will be able to order broadband
service without relying on their smartphone plan, said Sprint.
In addition, users get collision detection, teen controls, antitheft features and roadside assistance. There’s also vehicle
maintenance features and the ability to schedule and book
maintenance appointments.
www.ceoutlook.com

A NEW STANDARD
FOR REMOTE START
A new standard has been released for smartphones to act as car keys and
remote starters, which could lead to opportunities in the aftermarket industry.
An industry group announced a Digital Key standard that will bring together
automakers (and aftermarket companies) and phone makers to create a
universal way for phones to communicate with cars. So while many companies
already offer remote start from a phone, now Apple could make all its phones
work with many different cars. But it may provide a way for aftermarket
companies to gain more access to OEM systems. The Digital Key standard is
offered by the Car Connectivity Consortium (CCC), whose members include
Alpine, Apple and numerous car makers. The CCC has also started work on a
Digital Key 2.0 standard to allow more features that could be used by rental car
and fleet companies.
www.ceoutlook.com

TOO LOUD
FOR
COMFORT?

The Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office in Florida is
getting serious - it wants to put an end to the noisy
nuisance which they say is not only annoying,
but illegal and dangerous. Sheriff Bob Gualtieri is
encouraging residents to rat out drivers making a
ruckus. He even included a blurb on the “Lower the
Boom” initiative in his bi-weekly newsletter. With just
a couple keystrokes, anyone can report a driver with
a loud stereo directly to Pinellas County Deputies.

Sheriff deputies will send a warning letter in the mail
to the car’s registered owner. A second violation
warrants a visit from a sheriff deputy. Since a deputy
did not witness the violation first hand, they cannot
write a ticket. However, if a deputy sees someone
blasting their stereo, it can cost drivers USD$218 for
a first offense, USD$418 for a second offense and
USD$500 for a third offense. Will such a law ever be
enforced here?
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B&O FOR
BENTLEY
Bang & Olufsen has integrated its BeoSonic interface into the new Continental GT.
BeoSonic is designed to shape the sound in the car around you, with a simple, intuitive
one-touch user interface allowing Continental GT customers to create an entirely
tailored, bespoke in-car audio experience. Bang & Olufsen BeoSonic One-Touch
Experience provides four distinct audio spaces: Bright, Energetic, Warm and Relaxed.
The soundtuning of the spaces is adjusted to the driver’s preferences through an
easy-to-use, haptic touchscreen interface integrated into the multimedia system. The
interface features an eclipse design, and by moving a digital white marker the user
chooses between the four different spaces. This enables the user to adjust the music
according to their current mood – with a colour palette behind the eclipse reflecting
the chosen sound mode. Surround intensity can also be adjusted with a pinching
gesture, in the BeoSonic display. Additional settings can optimise the whole system for
front or rear seat passengers.
For more information visit www.muscatdaily.com

Wet Sounds announced a product that is not a typical
car, marine or powersports audio device, but a portable
product that can be used in all three vehicles types. Its
latest product is the SHIVR 55 audio cooler. The heavy-duty
cooler has a built-in STEALTH Soundbar so you can store
and cool food and beverages, while producing high output
audio. Tim White, Owner of Wet Sounds, said the cooler,
like car audio is about good sound quality in a limited
space. “We want you to enjoy the cooler for on your boat,
at the beach, by the pool, anywhere you need cold drinks
and good music with your friends and family,” he said.

VERSATILE
BOOMBOX

Available in Battleship Gray and Desert Brown, the
SHIVR 55 has a lockable lid, durable rope handles, and
double-wall insulation. Wet Sounds claims, “it’s one of the
best coolers on the market.” It has Bluetooth for audio
streaming and a lithium-ion battery for up to 8 hours of
listening time. Other colors are coming soon. Suggested
retail price is USD$899.99.
For more information visit www.wetsounds.com

Music is a strong force.
Music can change your life,
Music can start a revolution.
Music can bring you down,
Music can make you understand.

3 Series $968 (2 way Passive)
Strong & Universal

Music can make you laugh.
Music can create a tear.
Music let’s you know.. You are alive!

5 Series $1,488 (2 way Passive)
Wide Range $598 (80mm Midrange)
Wide & Deep Room Information

7 Series $2,368 (2 way Active)
Spectrum of Musical Energy
*Prices include installation and accessories

RCA Interconnect Cable
Pin Point Precision
SQ 0.75M - $358
SQ 1.25M - $378
SQ 1.75M - $398
Speaker Cables
SQ 2.75M - $408
Silver & Copper Dual core
SQ 5M - $468
Price on Application

Micro_precision.indd 1

Z Studio Price on Application
Highest & Most Precise

Z Series $5,868 (2 way Active)
$7,868 (3 way Active)
$2,388 (10” Woofer)
One of the World’s Most Famous

(65) 9272 7878
terence@ice-net.biz | microprecision.de

All Micro Precision products are
manufactured in Germany

16/6/17 5:51 pm

Urive HIT - $448
- Front & Rear HD (1080x720)
- 3.5 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP

Albatross IV
Urive Albatross IV - $698
- Front & Rear Full HD
- 4 inch touch screen LCD with PIP
- Parking Mode function
- 30 fps with PIP
- LDWS & FCWS Function

Urive A5 - $358
- Front HD - Rear VGA
- Parking Mode function
- 3.5” Touch Screen
- 30 fps with PIP

Like us on Facebook @ Urive Singapore!
Website: www.urive.co.kr
Email: urivesg@gmail.com
Contact: 8668-7700
Address: 65 Ubi Road 1 #02-78
Oxley Bizhub S(408729)

Rev80_urive.indd 1

All prices quoted are before installation & GST if applicable.
Register Your Urive Blackbox Warranty at www.aimnet.com.sg
Warranty is valid when installed by Authorized dealers.
Optional GPS is available for all models

16/6/17 5:55 pm
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ICHIRO SEIRYU
Sticky Smooth

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

D

o you need a reason to think twice about choosing the right engine oil for
your car? A tank of petrol will last you anywhere from 600-900km. Engine oil
stays in your car for over ten times longer, which is why choosing an engine
oil has become a mind-numbing shopping challenge filled with dozens of
brands and offerings.
While some oils may boast better stability, or claim to add more horsepowers, we
always go by the golden rule: A safe choice is one which features the official API
Service Symbol “Donut”. This mark certifies that the engine oil meets API standards
and other important performance parameters such as high-temperature viscosity and
shear stability.
Ichiro Seiryu is produced by Ichiro Corporation Co. Japan and it’s available in the
Asia Pacific Region. Using the latest in oil technology and premium base stocks,
every Ichiro Seiryu engine oil carries an API certification for the highest category:
SN, which demands high temperature deposit protection for pistons, stringent
sludge control, and seal compatibility.
Matching the engine requirements, we went with ICR-1456 which is a 5W-30 grade.
That was two months and 8,000 km ago. We’re happy to report that the “fresh oil
feeling” of a smooth and responsive engine is still going strong, even with the
recent blazing hot weather we’re experiencing.
Our oil pressure and temperature gauges saw Ichiro Seiryu performing well too,
with 100 degrees celsius after cruising at 110 km/h after an hour, which falls to a
respectful 90 in urban crawling, these numbers are good as our Lancer doesn’t have
a dedicated oil cooler. The oil pressure checked out fine as well, even after a long
eight-hour drive which can “thin” out lesser oils.
A safe choice is always a good choice, and it pays to have good engine oil
flowing through your car. Singapore has one of the most punishing conditions
for an engine - and regularly maintaining your car with quality oil is a long term
investment in longevity!
Ichiro Seiryu is distributed by YHI Singapore. For more information, please visit them
at www.yhi.com.sg check out their Facebook page at facebook.com/yhisingapore.
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GLOBAL

DOMINATION

PIRELLI’S LEGACY SPANS WAY BEYOND AUTOMOTIVE PERFECTION

P

irelli as a brand needs little introduction. But delve deeper into its heritage
and we might understand why it managed to dominate beyond the
automotive industry. It comes as no surprise that its attention to detail, highend production excellence and innovative techniques drawn on its Italian
roots served as proper ingredients to establish itself as a global brand.
Founded way back in Milan in 1872, the brand has since been known as an
icon of technology and excellence. It positions itself as a supplier for luxury
car manufacturers, but its talents span far beyond the capacity of a renowned
supplier. Pirelli has supported motorsports for more than a century, and even
sponsored award-winning sporting teams like Italian soccer team Inter Milan
and the Los Angeles Dodgers baseball team. It also places emphasis on the arts
industry, focusing its efforts via the Pirelli Calendar, Pirelli Foundation and Pirelli
HangarBicocca, which is one of Europe’s largest exhibition spaces for contemporary
art. Branching out to embrace social and cultural excellence speaks volumes of
Pirelli’s ambition to communicate beyond the automotive industry.
Pirelli’s brand positioning is further enhanced by utilising the calendar (more suitably
known as The Cal™) back in 1964. It was used as a promotional tool for more than five
decades, with images taken by highly acclaimed photographers. A total of 44 Pirelli

Calendars have showcased the work of 34 photographers. Today, The Cal™ is part of
a brand positioning and image of Pirelli that continues to reach beyond automotive,
and into luxury lifestyle, innovation, arts and the community.
Pirelli has undoubtedly a long history with motorsport too, sustained by constant
innovation that brings motorsport technology right into consumer products. No
less than 460 car and motorcycle sporting events are supported by Pirelli. One of the
standout achievements would be Pirelli as the exclusive tyre supplier to the Formula
One™ World Championship since 2011.
These would not have been possible without the relentless R&D push. Over the
last three years, Pirelli’s investment in R&D from high value products was one of the
highest among the world’s major tyre producers.
Pirelli does not rest on its laurels. Over the next 10 years, it intends to further
innovate by engaging with electric and driverless vehicles. Pirelli has already been
working on these future trends, in particular in terms of developing tyres for electric
vehicles and solutions and services for connected vehicles. Given its unwavering
pursuit for perfection, Pirelli will soon be further cementing its place as a proud
leader beyond automotive not before long!

BEHIND THE WHEEL

BIGGER AND BETTER?
Third Gen BMW X3 Tested

BMW X3 xDrive30i M Sport
ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES B
Price
Availability

WHY DID WE EVEN BOTHER?
Back then, the first X3 was just a SUV on a 3 Series
platform which made it quite… arguably meh. The
second generation was better, and it certainly did BMW
much good when it came to the sales floor. So, finally
we put our hands onto the first X3 on the BMW CLAR
platform.
CLAR WHAT?
BMW Codenamed it Cluster Architecture (CLAR). It’s a
shared platform with the newest BMW 5 and 7 Series,
of which we were pretty impressed by how it finally
handles. And moving away from the 3 Series roots does
bring some promises for a properly good handling SUV,
right?
GIVE ME CORNERS
Did we grin? Yes. For a car of this size to handle with
a giggle is no easy feat, but we’re very aware that our
review unit was fitted with the M Sport package with a
stiffer suspension setup, larger 20-inch wheels, M brakes
and other little M things inside the cabin.
But like we discovered with our previous 5 Series test
drive, we do think BMW has finally found its groove

1,998cc, turbocharged inline-4
252hp / 5,200-6,500rpm
350Nm / 1,450-4,800rpm
8 Speed Steptronic
6.3s
240km/h
7.6 L/100km
C1 Surcharge
S$248,888
Now (www.pml-bmw.com.sg)

when it comes to suspension setup. The X3, despite the
added size, handles well with a nice steering feel and
controlled body roll. Minus the added weight and we’re
certain it will handle just as well as the new 5 series.
It is b.u.m.p.y but if you want refinement, get the
non-M package which has smaller wheels are a more
bum friendly suspension. From an editor who likes
hard springs with highly damped coilovers - it’s a good
balance.
FAST?
Yes. The turbo 2.0-litre delivers enough for a smooth,
BMW-quiet, and refined manner of gaining speed. The
gearbox is smooth, unobtrusive and the all wheel drive
system does a good job of shuttling most of power to
the rear wheels. For good giggles, find an empty road,
turn off the traction control and you can have some full
throttle rear-out lunacy once you overcome the high
grip levels of the Bridgestone Alenza 001.
PRACTICAL?
28 4-litre bottles of engine oil, a few batteries, 5 years
worth of windscreen wipers and enough water pumps,
gaskets and belts to service a car for 10 years. Yes we

managed to cram all of that into the boot without
folding the rear seats down. Does it have a big boot? Yes.
There is a small space under the boot floor as well
for extra storage for smaller items which you will
eventually find a use for. But the real nice touch is that
BMW provided more storage for everyday things in the
cabin. Fire extinguisher, 1.5 litre bottles, phones, tablets,
tissues, you kid’s most unused toy, pocket umbrella,
emergency wallet, all of those fit nicely into the various
cubby holes around the cabin.
DO WE WANT?
For a nice cabin, with one of the better sounding
factory sound systems? Yes. For a large SUV that is as
playful to drive as a sedan? Yes! Fuel economy was
roughly 12km/l, which is decent for a SUV. The M Sport
trim does have a lot of extras, but browsing through
the X Line list of equipment, it still seems pretty well
equipped without the M Extras.
We could knock BMW for some design elements such
as the huge kidney grilles with nearly a foot of empty
space behind it as well as the fake fender vents. but as a
package, it is one impressive feat.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW
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REV UP YOUR SMARTPHONES & TABLETS

‘LIKE’ US ON FACEBOOK!

Get up to speed with us in the digital realm!

308K AND GROWING!

Rev would like to thank readers for their utmost support through all these years!
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TIME ATTACK
ACTION PACK
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

Touge Max! 2018 Round 3

24

June 2018: The third round, and most possibly
action-packed round of the Supersonic Touge Max!
2018 season, was held at the Melaka International
Motorsports Circuit (MIMC). Organized by Supersonic
design and performance, the event saw new drivers and seasoned
veterans alike.
Malaysia’s second international-standard circuit after the
Sepang International Circuit (SIC) is a 1.7km long, and 10m wide
racetrack with challenging S-bends and hairpins turns that will
challenge all drivers.
The tight curves and layout of the MIMC is perfectly suited for
white-knuckle driving, with plenty of late braking, crossing lines
and corner battles. Several participants combined their trip with a
holiday in charming Malacca. Participants both old and new, were
basking in the cool morning, while getting all warmed-up with
preparations on their cars for a day of fun and driving.
This round is the third installment of the championship series,
where racers will be ranked according to their placing in each
round and the driver with the most points by the end of the series
will be crowned “KING OF TOUGE MAX!” The fastest timing of the
day will earn them a bonus two points, and it’s no wonder why
everyone was overly aggressive on their racing lines.
This event’s veteran racers have improved their skills so
tremendously, that the organizers introduced the exciting One
Make Race for this round! Even during the lunch break where
racers, family and friends alike, could either enjoy a selection of
local food from the food truck, or take part in a friendly kart race
during the lunch breaks.
With five main classes, a Swift Sport invitational race category, the
tempo was intense as the battle for track supremacy continued in
the pits, with mechanics and drivers tweaking and fixing their cars
to further improve their timings on the track.
The grand finale of the event saw the top six drivers battling it
out in the “CCT” for the fastest timing. It was certainly close racing
action as the fastest drivers from the various classes: 1600cc and
below, 1601cc to 2000cc, 2001cc to 2500cc, VTEC and Open,
coming together to prove who was best!
As the event drew to a close, did the racing heat finally subside as
everyone began to take plenty of photos and videos for memories
of what could be the most action packed Touge Max! Time Attack
round to date!
For more information, visit www.supersonicdp.com/tougemax.
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Hardcore
Fest
TEXT & PHOTOS CHASE LIM

Penang Gymkhana
Festival 2018

Y

ou might think that it would be crazy for
anyone to travel over 300 km to participate in a
motorsport competition, but wait till you witness
two local drivers who travelled 700 km north
for Penang Gymkhana Festival, that was not crazy - but
simply hardcore!
First time participants Chase and Denelle signed up for a
total of five categories. Conducted in two stages, racers
would first need to compete in the time attack run to
determine the opponents they would face in the final KO
(Knock Out) match.
Although the arena was huge, however, the course
design spanned only about 60 m in length and 25 m in
width Generally, it meant that the course was freaking
tight. As the event started, you could hear non-stop tyres
screeching and engine howling throughout the course.
Tighter turns, immediate handbrake turn into Figure 8 etc,
beside participants’ driving skills, the vehicle’s handling,
readiness and setting were crucially push to their limit.
Gymkhana is a race where every second matters, as such,
you would observe common scene of drivers dismount
to do necessary adjustments to their cars after each run,
making sure that their next run would perform better.
Chase and Denelle (Project SG Racing Crew) fully
enjoyed the superb torture layouts designed by
Yano, the gymkhana organizer. Anyway, at the end of
the event, they were proud that both Malaysia and
Singapore participants survived the torture test and
most importantly, they had gained valuable experience
in handling more difficult and challenging course. Well
done everyone!

Chase Lim

Champion, Front Wheel Drive, above 1,600cc
1st Runner Up, Open Category
2rd Runner Up, Front Wheel Drive, below 1,600cc

Denelle Tan

Champion, Ladies Category
1st Runner Up, Auto Category

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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PIT STOP!

SERENITY LINGERS

Check in at Harbour Ville
Hotel for a good night’s rest

Hotel NuVe prides itself on keeping to their
rooms of serenity, and we expect no less

TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTOS HARBOUR VILLE HOTEL

TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTOS KRADO LOW

Looking for a sweet retreat after a long day of exploring the bustling citystate? Harbour Ville Hotel, located along Kampong Bahru road, welcomes
both leisure and business travellers in search of a cozy scene to kick back
for a night or two.

Amidst the bustling scenes of our little red dot, Hotel Nuve down Jalan
Pinang has been deemed one of our personal favourites for a quick
getaway. The boutique hotel which sits among numerous cozy cafes,
allows guests to indulge in Singapore’s rich cultures with Arab Street, Haji
Lane and Kampong Glam in close proximity.

With just 100 furnished cozy guest rooms on site, the hotel sits amidst
prominent locations such as the world-renowned Sentosa, Mount Faber,
the recently completed Southern Ridges, Chinatown and the Central
Business District just a stone’s throw away.

While the surroundings bring hype to every guest on the busy streets, the
insides definitely feel otherwise with some peace and tranquility. With just
fewer than 43 rooms in totality, privacy comes as a priority to the NuVe
Group, making it the ideal accommodation choice for anyone in search of
some quality solo travelling moments.

Catered not just to the solo travellers, Harbour Ville Hotel opens it doors
even to guests on transit enroute to Malaysia or the city’s cruises to
neighbouring countries. With a three-minute drive away, guests are able
to reach the railway station and harbour that quickly. To make it even
more beneficial to tourists, guests of Harbour Ville Hotel are entitled to
receive a mobile phone with data roaming access during their stay, for
added convenience.

What piques the interest of most guests is the roof terrace that belongs to
Hotel NuVe, a signature spot perfect for a good read whilst taking in the
★
city’s stunning skyline in view. As an added touch, Hotel NuVe will provide
mobile phones to guests with data roaming access during their stay.
Hotel NuVe
9 Tanjong Pinang
Singapore 199141
Tel: +65 6299 5975

Harbour Ville Hotel
512 Kampong Bahru Rd
Singapore 099448
Tel: +65 6271 2771

REVIEWS

LIKE US
OOK!
ON FACEB
facebook.com/harbourvillehotel

“The hotel provided a mobile
phone to be used during
our stay which also provide
free international calls and
unlimited data access!! very
handy as we used it a lot for
google map while we were out
and about the town”

“My family and I had a comfortable stay at
the hotel. What I like about this hotel is the
cleanliness, spot on, also no frills and no fuss.
Location is near to Sentosa and Vivocity”

Donald
“I booked 2 rooms in HarbourVille Hotel
considering the good reviews and cheap offer
for 5days stay in Singapore.
Check-in and check out was fast and
Receptionists Rowena and Lovelyn was
hospitable. Rooms were always cleaned and
towels changed everyday.
Coffee sugar tea was also replenished. There
were water bottles in each room for us to collect
water from dispensers in 5th floor.
They provided us handyphones that comes with
free wifi connection. Can be used to call local/
international calls, book attraction tickets on a
discounted rate or just use the maps whenever
you get lost”

Bacoor

512 Kampong Bahru Road

REVIEWS

David
“Located in the middle of a
lot of places to go to.”

Peter
“Staffs are very kind, the
room is very comfortable,
and the hotel location is very
near to sultan mosque and
there are so many culinary
shops nearby”

9 Jalan Pinang, Singapore 199141

Singapore 099448

+65 6299 5975

+65 6271 2771

contact@hotelnuve.com

contact@harbourvillehotel.com

www.hotelnuve.com

www.harbourvillehotel.com

Sarah

LIKE US
OOK!
ON FACEB
facebook.com/Hotelnuve

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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MB&F
M.A.D.GALLERY
OPENS IN DUBAI

POCKET
MONSTER
Verbatim’s new Vx500 is a sleek and slim external drive that
features USB 3.1 Gen 2 connectivity for snappy data transfers.
It measures just 92 x 29 x 9mm and weighs just 29g - a size that
belies its capability! This device supplies you with up to 500MB/s
read, and up to 440 MB/s write. A space grey graphite aluminum
housing ensures that your data is kept safe and secure on the
go. USB-C and USB-A cables are provided. The 240GB variant
retails for SGD$159, while the beefier 480GB version is priced at
SGD$269.

You might have seen countless MB&F products on REV, that’s
because of our love for quirky and eccentric designs packing
plenty of engineering mastery. Now, the MB&F M.A.D.Gallery has
just moved to a new spot in Dubai Mall. First opened in January
2016 in the Alserkal Avenue creative district, the gallery was a
surprisingly rapid success, surpassing expectations; it has played
an essential role in boosting awareness and sales in the region. 16
months later, it felt it was time to go to the next level. The Dubai
gallery is MB&F’s third location, after the innovative concept’s
first unveiling in Geneva in October 2011 followed by Taipei in
2014. The galleries present mechanical and kinetic art from artists
around the world, alongside MB&F’s Horological Machines and
co-creations.

WIRELESS WORLD
Oppo has unveiled a pair of wireless earbuds. The O-Free earbuds
have a battery life of approximately four hours. Its carrying
case can recharge the earbuds three times, which makes it a
handy, fuss free companion on the move. The Apple AirPods
offer battery life of up to five hours and the carrying case holds
multiple additional charges for about one day of listening time. It
should be priced at around SGD$150 once it is made available at
authorised local retailers.

RAZER
SHARP
Razer’s unceasing pursuit for gaming perfection continues with
the new Goliathus Chroma mouse mat, which now comes with
customisable Chroma lighting. This lighting supports up to 16.8
million color options, and an array of lighting effects. The soft,
textured cloth surface of the original has been retained, but the
edge now comes with LEDs to match the effects on the rest of
your Razer gear. Game on!

PROJECT
POWER
The World Cup might have ended, but this device could very
well still be the focal point of conversations during meetups. The
Nebula Mars II by Anker is a 720p portable projector that can
last up to four hours on a single charge. It is powered by Android
7.1 Nougat, and has a DLP-based projector offering a 720p HD
picture quality. The Mars II also claims to have a lamp life of up
to 30,000 hours. Anker also claims that the Mars II is capable of a
large 150-inch wide projection, which makes it a practical size for
media consumption during group staycations! The Anker Nebula
Mars II is priced at USD$540 (SGD$736) on Amazon.

SMART
LINK
TP-Link’s Kasa Smart Wi-Fi LED Light Bulb (LB120) smart LED bulb
is not your regular smart bulb. It is able to connect to your home
Wi-Fi network without going through a hub! You can fine-tune
the color from soft white (2700K) to daylight (6500K) and check
power usage straight from on your mobile device, so we can
assume significant financial savings if you are looking to install
just a couple of smart bulbs. Additionally, if you have a Google
Home speaker, you can set up the light to be controlled by voice.
Smart!
For more information, visit www.tp-link.com
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Garage R at MIMC

H
TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

eld at the short but fun Melaka International
Motorsports Circuit, Garage R, the event
organiser, prefer their trackday to be accessible
level, and also a more cosy affair with time for
track day participants to interact.

through the clouds and dry the track considerably!
A fun-filled afternoon it is, but realistically speaking,
drivers couldn’t possibly embark on gung-ho driving
lap-on-lap for the entire duration of the trackday
without guidance from the seasoned drivers riding
shotgun with them.

With the focus on promoting a safer form of
motorsports, it isn’t about who has the fastest car or
who is the fastest. Technical specialists and seasoned
drivers were be on hand to provide tips and pointers
on car preparations and track driving techniques, even
for the newbies - plus we got to meet the new owner of
the Mitsubishi Colt which we featured a while back!

The entire track day was split into alternating
sessions, one for grip, and the other for drift, where
everyone could hop into one of the five specially
built drift cars for a wild taxi ride - while the drifters
practiced for an upcoming competition! The 1.7km
long, and 10m wide racetrack with fast S-bends and
hairpins is great for fast grip driving as well as bigangle drift showboating.

Before the track opened, everyone was gathered for a
safety briefing, who also pointed out the do’s and don’ts
of track etiquette. With all the prep for the trackday in
place, everyone was taking it easy on the damp circuit
in the morning. It continued to drizzle until the late
morning, when the warm rays of the sun began to peek

This session also gave drivers a good opportunity to
better understand the inner workings of their car.
Issues such as brake fade, tyre wear and tweaking
with suspension settings were hotly discussed in the
pit lanes among breaks, which also helped to fan the
camaraderie among the automotive enthusiasts.
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Front Wheel Drive – Road Legal
Champion
Chase Lim
1st Runner Up
Mohd Fadly Hashim (Racing Lawyer)
2nd Runner Up
Lim Yong Yan

Full steam
ahead!

Front Wheel Drive – PRO
Champion
Chase Lim
1st Runner Up
Mohd Fadly Hashim (Racing Lawyer)
2nd Runner Up
Loh Jia Jun

Gymkhana Autocross Series (GAS) 2018 Round 2

With 5 members from Project SG Racing Crew taking
part in round 2 of Gymkhana Auto-X Series, Melvin
Lim would have to push his 1.8L lightweight MRS
beyond limit to secure podium in the rear wheel drive
categories. Even equipped with high-cam and higher
final drive, he might still be slightly disadvantage at
power, however, with his power-to-weight ratio, it
might be a different play, especially in Gymkhana races.
Not only purely the driver’s skill, the suspension, chassis
and power have to be properly setup in order to adapt
and perform at its best. Any improper setup would be
a costly regret.
The course was laid out in a series of 270 handbrake
turn, high-speed lollipop, high-speed braking and
a tight slalom section. Only 2 runs were given in 2

sections for each course design. Drivers would have
to plan well on how they intend to achieve the best
time, how and where can they slide enough without
scrubbing too much speed. And for those drivers who
signed up for more than 2 categories, they would also
need to plan and find their ways to prolong the tires
usage. Honestly, no one had any idea what to expect,
anything could just happen during the race.
Thankful for the good weather as well as Ariff and team,
everything went well throughout the entire event and
ended before 4.30pm. Topping the Open Category was
none other than Ivan Khong, leading Chase, the 1st
Runner-up by 0.07s, followed by 2nd Runner-up, Melvin
Lim. Michelle Yap, our lady participant had put up a
tough fight as well. Her 2nd participation in GAS Round
2 saw a great improvement in her gymkhana driving
and successfully secured 1st Runner-up in the Ladies
category. Although Kong didn’t managed to secure
podiums in the 2 categories, however, his driving
technique had tremendously improved, progressively
closing up the gaps with the experienced drivers.
With the remaining 2 rounds of GAS to be held at the
2nd half of 2018, we hope to invite more drivers to take
part in the event. If anyone is keen to take part or like
to find out more of the events, feel free to drop us a
message via Project SG Racing Crew on Facebook.
Nevertheless, before signing off, we like to take
this opportunity to congratulate all winners of GAS
Round 2!!

TEXT CHASE LIM PHOTOS SYNC OPTIMA EVENTS & CHASE LIM

I

f a motor sports event is all about demonstrations
of speed, judgement and skills, then those who
participated in GAS Round 2 were lucky to witness
the awesome execution by Ivan Khong, one of the
veteran racer in Malaysia, who simply that nature in
driving his factory spec S2000. S2000, a RWD (rear
wheel drive) machine not only requires skills, but
driver’s adaptability to perform at its best on any design
of courses. Watching Ivan operates his S2000 on the
GAS courses, each turn was that close to the cone,
almost every braking point was that precise in entry
and swift in exit. Participated together with him, was
a group of experienced veterans and drifters owning
Hachi-Roku (ハチロク) a.k.a AE86, BRZ, GT86 etc and
these drivers, trust me, they were fast!

Rear Wheel Drive – Road Legal
Champion
Zamil Syaheer
1st Runner Up
Ray Leong
2nd Runner Up
Charlie Ling

Rear Wheel Drive – PRO
Champion
– Ivan Khong
1st Runner Up – Zamil Syaheer
2nd Runner Up – Melvin Lim

All Wheel Drive
Champion – Sylvester Lim

Chase Lim
Winner, Champion of Champions Award
Winner, Fastest Time of the Day Award

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS MANUFACTURERS
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Pikes Peak International
Hill Climb 2018

And as a leader in motorsports on both two and four
wheels, Pirelli was present at this year’s event over the
weekend, achieving success in both two- and fourwheeled categories in the unique race

O

Pirelli to present its completely renovated Pirelli
Hillclimb rubber range. It includes a wet tire, a
Cinturato, and three slick tires: Ultrasoft, Supersoft and
Soft. And this really was the ultimate combination used
by drivers utilizing Pirelli to take home their respective
successes at Pikes Peak.

n 24 June this year, the Pikes Peak International
Climb was stopped early due to zero visibility and
a massive hail storm which hit the whole course.

However, that did not stop Volkswagen from making
motorsports history at the Pikes Peak International
Hill Climb. The 671 horsepower, fully-electric I.D. R
Pikes Peak, driven by Romain Dumas, outran cars
powered by conventional drivetrain technology and,
with a time of 7:57.148 minutes, not only smashed the
previous electric car record, but bested the all-time
record set in 2013 by Sébastien Loeb.
The Pikes Peak International Hill Climb was held at
the Pikes Peak hill in Colorado, which is the highest
summit in the Southern front of the Rocky Mountains.
It is also the second oldest annual motorsports race in
the United States.
Rhys Millen set a new Pikes Peak SUV record time of
10:49.902 in the 2018 Bentley Bentayga, equipped
with Pirelli P Zero road tires.

“The biggest challenge tires face is from the vast
temperature changes participants experience during
the course of the race at different elevations. At the
start of the race, the average temperature is 77 degrees
Fahrenheit, while at the top of the hillclimb it can be 32
degrees Fahrenheit or it can snow at the highest point
(14,110 feet), like it did for the race on Sunday. Another
difficulty comes from the bumpy asphalt, in part due
to the tracks created from clearing the snow which can
ruin it.”
“Therefore it is necessary to develop a tire which
guarantees grip both in high temperatures at the
start and in lower temperatures as the drivers
ascend the hill; as well as maximum driveability on
uneven asphalt. And, considering the new records

and success this year, this is exactly what Pirelli tires
have done,” said Terenzio Testoni, Pirelli Off road
Activity Manager.
Legendary Ducati racer Carlin Dunne has led the
2018 Spider Grips Ducati Pikes Peak team to victory
and reclaimed the crown as King of the Mountain
during this year’s annual running of the Pikes Peak
International Hill Climb (PPIHC). Dunne completed
today’s “Race to the Clouds” in 9:59:102.
This is Ducati’s seventh victory on the mountain
since the company’s debut in 2008. Ducati and
Dunne held the all-time course record from 2012
until 2017, a year in which Ducati was not part of the
official race competition.
This year, Dunne secured the win on the new
Multistrada 1260 Pikes Peak model. The new
Multistrada 1260 Pikes Peak showcases the versatility
of a new, larger displacement 1262 cc Ducati
Testastretta DVT engine delivering 18% more torque
in the mid-range. The bike is also paired with a
redesigned chassis for increased stability.
The event attracted viewers from over 40 states
and 23 countries on Race Day. The next Pikes Peak
International Hill Climb will be held on 30 June 2019.
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Goodwood Festival of Speed

Home run!

TEXT TEAM REV PHOTOS NEWSPRESS UK

T

he 2018 Festival of Speed celebrated the event’s
25th anniversary: “Festival of Speed - The Silver
Jubilee”. We have no qualms that this event has
captured the hearts and souls of millions with
performances led by world class professional drivers.
The first Festival, in 1993, redefined what a car event
could be, and has since firmly established itself as
the world’s greatest celebration of motorsport and
car culture. To mark the Silver Jubilee, the Duke of
Richmond chose his 25 favourite moments from the
first 25 events - personal highlights which, in very
different ways, have been landmarks in the Festival’s
history. These moments were cornerstones of this
year’s event, alongside the usual gathering of ultra rare
vehicles from timeless classics to futureproof exotics.
In typical British fashion, the Silver Jubilee remained
faithful to the event’s heritage by bringing together
racers of all shapes (and sizes!) from more than
a century of motorsport endeavour, but will
feature fresh perspectives that reflect the best

moments from the past quarter of a century. The
global televised phenomenon continued this year,
even though it clashed with the World Cup finals
weekend - car enthusiasts will know that this is truly
petrolhead nirvana.
Main features include the famous Hillclimb, arguably
the most iconic aspect of the Goodwood Festival of
Speed. Cars take to the hill in batches that each run
twice per day. The most prestigious moment was the
Sunday Shoot-out, when the drivers with the fastest
times from the weekend compete. No pressure!
If you’re into Formula One, there is no better place to
be than to be at Goodwood’s F1 Paddock. Nowhere
except the grand prix circuit can you see so many of
these machines in one place. The relaxed environment
at Goodwood made it an enjoyable experience, too.
More “relatable” to the privileged few will be a section
cordoned off for the supercar paddock, where it hosts
the most advanced cars in the world, all lined up for

your inspection and enjoyment. There were no queues
around the block - only highly appreciative fans that
can take their time to understand the intricate nature
of each vehicle’s design philosophy and engineering
expertise. This area was closed only when they were
preparing for the Hillclimb.

Picture perfect

Even more “rarefied” cars were shown at the Cartier
Style et Luxe Lawn - highly regarded as the finest
concours d’elegance in the world, where the most
beautiful cars were presented in exceptional
condition. Not forgetting the Central Feature where
Porsche celebrated seven decades of sportscar
manufacture within the grounds of Goodwood House.
2018 was also a bumper year of celebrations for
Goodwood - they will celebrate the 20th Anniversary
of both the GRRC (Goodwood Road Racing Club) and
the Goodwood Revival at the Motor Circuit, which
takes place from 7th to 9th of September. Are you
game enough to plan a trip down in the near future?

Open wheeler with a proper side plant!

Front-driven monster hatch in its natural habitat

Its coming home! Or is it?
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Track thrills!

Rollin’ back the good old days!

Effortless, everywhere

Pure horsepower

Aventador S Roadster gets aggressive
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